
Notes from the Field
Signing of South Australian Common Incident Management Framework - 
Control Agency Agreement

On 20 February 2014 a Common Incident Management 
Framework Control Agency Agreement was signed by 
all South Australian Control Agency Chief Executive 
Officers. South Australia emergency management 
arrangements determine a Control Agency for all 
emergencies regardless of level and require all other 
agencies to support that control agency in meeting 10 
defined objectives for resolving an incident. There are 
nine different agencies allocated the control role across 
the emergency spectrum in South Australia. Some of 
these agencies use the AIIMS model, Police use the 
ICCS+ model, and there are a number of other 
derivatives in use.

This is a first across Australia and means control 
agencies in South Australia will work under a common 
framework, with consistent terminology and standards 
at local, regional and state levels. In addition, the 
framework commits the control agencies to:

• apply functional management

• align management with the 10 responsibilities of a 
control agency

• provide for a common diagrammatic representation 
of the management structures, and

• nominate that the person leading the control agency 
in the response is to be known as the Incident 
Controller.

This last point will reduce a large amount of confusion 
that arises with multiple persons wearing similar 
tabards. The new South Australian framework does 
not detract from the AIIMS or ICCS+ models but 
builds them into a common framework to ensure 
interoperability.

This new framework builds on the April 2011 
agreement signed by the Country Fire Service (CFS), 
Metropolitan Fire Service, State Emergency Service and 
Police which at the time was also a first across the 
nation. The 2011 agreement has been successful and, 
in fact, received recent praise at the last South 
Australian State Emergency Management Committee 
by the CFS Chief Officer (Mr Greg Nettleton) who 
asserted that one of the reasons for the successful 
management of the January fires, heat and flood events 
was in part due to the seamless integration between 
the emergency services, due to the common incident 
command systems in use between emergency services 
and police in the state. The commonality of this system 
with national systems also allowed seamless 
integration of the fire-fighting resources from New 
South Wales, Western Australian and Victoria. Given 
that praise, it can be reasonably assumed that the new 
agreement will have similar benefits for 
the community.

The State Coordinator, Police Commissioner Gary 
Burns congratulated all signatories for their unity and 
commitment noting that such cooperation between the 
agencies significantly contributes to ensuring that the 
South Australian community receives the best possible 
response from all agencies in time of an emergency.

For further information on this agreement please 
contact SAPOL's Emergency Management Coordinator, 
Senior Sergeant Russell Dippy at 
russell.dippy@police.sa.gov.au or 08 732 24251.

The Common Incident Management Framework Control 
Agency Agreement signed by all South Australian Control 
Agency Chief Executive Officers.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
AND PEER REVIEWERS

The Australian Journal of Emergency Management is an official 
publication of the Attorney-General’s Department. Its purpose is 
to be a world-class journal advancing emergency management 

knowledge, research and practice.

In 2015 the AJEM will publish a special edition focussed on animals and pets - both as at-risk 
factors for evacuation and their role in recovery.

Practitioners, professionals and academics are encouraged to submit manuscripts for publication 
consideration. Authors should refer to and comply with the AJEM Editorial Guidelines and the Contributor 
Guidelines available on the AJEM website. Papers will be evaluated on the basis of originality, content, clarity, 
and relevance to the theme.

Practitioners, professionals and academics with particular experience, knowledge and skills in this area are 
invited to nominate as a referee of papers.

All correspondence can be directed to ajem@ag.gov.au.

TYPES OF SUBMISSION
Research articles: present an original thesis and report results that are based on an empirical method of 
evaluation. Subject to double blind peer review. Word limit guide (total with references): 3000 words.

Practitioner papers: present information, innovation, practice stories, lessons learned, evaluation and on- 
the-ground methodologies in a practical sense. Subject to single peer review. Word limit guide (total with 
references): 3000 words.

Opinion: pieces that reflect the submitting author's evaluation of and commentary on the topic that is of 
interest to students and practitioners of emergency management. Approval to publish opinion pieces rests 
with the Editor-in-Chief. Not peer reviewed. Word limit guide: 1000-1500 words.

Book/media review: reviews a recent publication on the topic. Reviews must provide critical evaluation of 
content. Not peer reviewed. Word limit guide: 700-800 words.

Case study/reports: present a short explanation and evaluation and possible recommendations about a 
particular topic relevant to the theme. They could include lessons learned, innovative practices, and new 
developments. May be subject to single peer review.

Word limit guide: 700-800 words.

DEADLINES
Abstracts for editorial consideration are required by 20 February 2015.

Other submissions are required as soon as possible.

Correspondence: ajem@ag.gov.au


